
Michael Lesar - No to LES 

From: Craig Lennon Kysar <kysaratone@mycidco.com> t-7 F• 6iqO( 
To: <mtl@nrc.gov>, <dam2@nrc.gov>, <oneatdot@hotmail.com> 
Date: 10/28/02 9:48AM 
Subject: No to LES 

Dear People: 
Let this letter be notice that my voice is added to those petitioning our government and the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) not to approve the weaker licensing standards suggested by LES 
corporation for the following reasons:(1) One who is dependent upon a license (as LES is) shouldn't be 

the one to determine or even suggest (as LES did) the requirements for licensing- the licensing rules 
ought to be made by those with solely the public's interest at heart, for if we all serve the public's interest, 
then naturally, each individual's interest will be served; (2) if anything, nuclear regulation ought to become 
stricter because nuclear energy is a dirty fuel which pollutes, as opposed to solar, wind, and geothermal, 
all three of which do not pollute and which ought to be promoted over reliance of nuclear energy.  
cheerio 
ciao for now 
have a nice daze 
live long and perspire 
may the farce be with you 
thanxyz for your consideration 

the Craig Lennon Kysar 
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